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Land of Molokan İvanovka
h
Ulviyya Mammadova

Expeditions, travels, reporting are the traditions that "Azerbaijani Carpets" remains
loyal to. Our aim is to allocate room for visual materials in the pages of our magazine
and to stay away from repetition, unnecessary citations and writings that are tedious
to the reader. In search of valuable and interesting information, this time we set on the
road to make a reportage from the legendary İvanovka village ofismayilli district.

“\z(,M’l)aı[änTCarpels” Sel oııl for hanovka
In a cold February morning, we left the noisy
Baku city where people always hurry some
where. Winter landscapes of the Baku-Ismayilli
roads replaced one another. Here winter has a
contrasting beauty. Grayish fields alongside
the roads, snow-capped mountains turning a
thousand colors in the sun's rays, the villagers
engaged in the field work since early morning,
smoke coming out of chimneys, cattle, flocks of
sheep and lambs, village dogs barking behind
cars, red-cheeked students hurrying to school,
teachers...
Thoughts, ideas follow each other. Molokans,
Molokan garden, İvanovka, one of the leading
kolkhozes of Azerbaijan during the Soviet peri
od, Nikitin... and more... In fact, we were some
what familiar with the object (to be exact, the ob
jects) of the reportage. Every Azerbaijani adult
hold an imagination of İvanovka. However, we
were pondering who and what the "Azerbaijani
Carpets" would meet or what kind of relevant
materials would collect there.
...Muganli road... Ismayilli detours... down
hills and uphills... we smell spring. The weather
is like a fragile elderly grandmother - neither
smiling nor crying. It is impossible to not write
or to not create. 1 remember somebody's famous
words, "It is sinful to not become a poet in Is
mayilli...

We don't need ä guide. The signs along
side the roads easily take the unfamiliar guests
to their destinations. Here is the crossrods of
İvanovka and Garamaryam. We can observe the
the misty landscape of the village from afar.
We come across two boards in Azerbaijani
and Russian languages with the same content
at the threshold of the village: İvanovka mu
nicipality and the kolkhoz named after Nikitin.
This is the proportion and balance observed in
İvanovka over the years. İvanovka is Azerbaijan
by its territory, but russian-molokan by nation
ality. Renovation and tidiness please the eyes.
Whitened fences, molokan houses appearing not
so different from each other, courtyards^ shops,
paved roads, signs, and smiling, hardwork
ing, and friendly residents of the village. With
its neatness and structure, İvanovka reminds of
more urban-like settlements. The village is used
to guests. Over years, both during the soviet era .
and years of indepence, many visitors came here
from every corner of the world, from near and
far abroad. Several prestiged newspapers and
journals of the world allocated room for infor
mation and reportage on this village. In other
words, journalists, reporters, photographers are
always welcome in İvanovka. Locals have a spe
cial traditional communication "mechanism"
with guests here. Everyone - children and adults

can guide any gueş4t^iÖ- with j^eat-pleasure.
.As our car proceeded towardsThe village center
İvanovka people bowed slightly by putting their
hands on their chests to greet us. It was very im
pressive. As if they had been waiting for us here
or had known about our arrival.

We stopped at the Ivano^'ka municipality first
because we had to introduce ourselves to the
municipality chairperson. Municipality build
ing is located behind the great leader Heydar
Aliyev's monument erected in the center of the
İvanovka village.

I\aii()\ka’s n u in ic ip a lih rhairperson
Me.xaiider Voropayev: "I am ihe only Kussian
im inieipalitv chairperson in Azerbaijan."
Ivanovka's young, energetic, kind and
friendly municipality chairperson invites us
into the building. It is interesting here. It is
both modem and historical. Wooden doors,
parquet floor, boards with different contents
reflecting village life, information, pictures
o f labor leaders, images from fields, farms
and kolkhoz remind us of popular movies of
the soviet period. The photos of our National
leader Heydar Aliyev and Mr. President Ilham
Aliyev, first lady, head of the Heydar Aliyev
Foundation, MP, Mehriban Aliyeva reflecting
their visits to İvanovka in different years are
placed in the most important locations.
Sasha (he introduces himself by this name)
welcomes our interest with patience and smile
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orfhis facerTKe mımfcipäliiy chairpoTson tirelessly comments as a guide on
the corridor as we move towards his
workroom. He, like all İvanovka resi
dents, is very free and sincere in front
of journalists. After exchanging a few
words about how we are doing as the ac
quaintances of long years, we talk about
our intentions. Sasha looks through
the pages of "Azerbaijani Carpets." He
likes our magazine and regrets that he
has not known about it. As a munici
pality chairperson, he fulfills his duty
appropriately and gives us information
about İvanovka: "İvanovka is the vil
lage where we were born, grew up, got
married, and raised children. Everyone,
both kids and adults, knows the history
of our village. Anyone you talk to will
give you plenty of information. I opened
my eyes to the world here. We are aware that we
are part of Azerbaijan, but also we are different
in nationality. However, the difference is only

Historical Heferciu'c:
In the late 18"' century, on the orders o f Yekaterina II,
village families from Tambov, Voronej, and other provinces
were relocated in remote areas o f the Russian Empire. Elev
en families led by Ivan Pershin in 1834 were some o f the the
first to be relocated based on religious discrimination. Those
who were exiled, settled near Topchu village on the Gaftaran plain. After living here for 13 years, they began search
ing for a new territory. This happened in 1847. They were
looking for territories where winters loere cold and dry. The
displaced people settled in the foothills o f the Lesser Cauca
sus. Thus, the foundation o f İvanovka was laid. In honor o f
Ivan Pershin, the village was named İvanovka. The village
where only Molokans lived up until the Soviet Union years
began to grow and develop. Azerbaijani and Lezgi families
(Babayevs, Nagiyevs, Alasgarovs, Isayevs, Agayevs, }abbarovs and so on) began settling here only as o f the 30s of
the 20"' century. Time passes... years come and go. Ivanovka's history has dark, horror filled pages also. During the
massacres committed by Armenians in Azerbaijan in 1918,
İvanovka people have also been subjected to torture. Con
sidering them the "friends o f Turks", Armenian butchers
persecuted Molokan families. Peaceful İvanovka people were
forced to leave their places o f residence. Two families were
surrounded and killed when 16 İvanovka families were pre
paring to leave the village. This event made the Molokans
think, and inspired them to defend their village. "We're not
going to leave this land," they said, and showed solidarity
' with the Turks and greeted the savior Ottoman army.
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J'lies\ml)()l (4 IvaiKnka solidarity:
Th(‘ kolkhoz nanu'd alNM*Xomshilox, Kalinin and finallv Nikitin

about the national origin. İvanovka people are
no different from those living in other districts of
Azerbaijan in terms of faith, moral, thoughts and
purpose. Our people are hardworking. The main .
indication of this village is farming and agricul
ture. Ivanovka's pulse is beating in the fields and
farms. For İvanovka.people the day begins at 5
am. We depend on our agriculture and farm
ing. Like Azerbaijanis say, "we are the people
of farming." We are very connected to soil. We
do not have time to realize when the sun rises
or sets. İvanovka covers 100 hectares of land ap
proximately. The number of houses is over 1000
here. An Azerbaijani and Russian school, a hos
pital, two kindergartens for little ones, telephone
station, two mills, shops, a pharmacy, two-sto
ried hotel, and a trade center’operate in our vil
lage. One of the important tasks in front of the
municipality is to organize leisure time of our
population effectively. Football, basketball and
volleyball stadiums, a dining room, and a dance
floor serve our population. In addition, youth
and adolescents of İvanovka can use Internet
here. The big park of our village is a convenient
place for relaxation. Some agricultural products
are produced in İvanovka and a bakery .is oper
ating here. Before, the majority of the population
here consisted of Molokans. However, the ratio
stabilized. The ethnic composition of the popula
tion changed; in addition to Molokans, Azerbaijaniies and Lezgis also live here under piece and
prosperity. Our joy. and concerns are the same.
It is the unity that helps İvanovka survive. This
has always been the same and will remain the
same."

During the Soviet years, there were about ISO own destiny. Village people got used to the kolkhoz
villages like Astrakhanovka, Dzerjinovka, Chabani, work quickly. In a short period, the kolkhoz find its
where descendants of Russian-Molokan families de developmental path. However, the 1941-1945 war
ported to Azerbaijan on the orders of Yekaterina II. paralyzes the life of İvanovka and kolkhoz. People
Now, the majority of them have turned into history. do not lose their determination. In the fields and
İvanovka was able to overcome the crucibles of the farms women replace men (700 people) who fight jn
history and socio-political changes, to protect its po the frontline against German fascists. However, the
sition in the map of Azerbaijan and to maintain its situation deteriorates gradually. Even after the war,
role in the history of Azerbaijan armed with progres it was not possible to revive the kolkhoz and recover
sive ideas.
what was lost. During this period - in the October
İvanovka features solidarity. We are united in of 1953, 27-year-old young man Nikolay Vasilyevich
both hard and good days. The symbol of İvanovka Nikitin was appointed as the chairperson of the kolk
- kolkhoz named after Nikitin is the product of this hoz that was already bankrupt and full of challenges.
solidarity. Let's go back to history. The current kolk Thus, a new period started not only in the life of the
hoz was founded in 1936. Kolkhoz was named after kolkhoz, but also in the life of İvanovka. The name of
K.Y. Voroshilov. Hard-working İvanovka people the kolkhoz was changed to M.I. Kalinin.
join the kolkhoz without hesitation and choose their

\ik ()la \ \asi1\('\ k*h N ikiİin:
“('lood m orning, İvanovka!"

(Irdgori M ikavlovicli VJinniko\:
"\z(M'l)aijan Pr(\sid(‘nl is llu ' guaranlor o fo u r kolkhoz.’

Hero of Socialist Labor, a member of the Supreme
St)viet of Azerbaijan SSR and USSR several times,
Nikolay Vasilyevich Nikitin (1926-1994) had been lead
ing the kolkhoz for 43 years. Under his leadership, the
kolkhoz proceeded onto leading ranks to earn the status
of "millionaire kolkhoz." He is the legend of İvanovka.
Here everyone talks about him with pleasure, love and
respect. Everyone, even those who have never seen
him, has a word and memories to share about Nikitin.
Nikitin, who was loved and considered the knight of
economy by not only his co-villagers, but also by en
tire Azerbaijan and even Soviet Union, is remembered
by his commitment to his own village. They say he
started every day by facing the horizons of his native
village and saying "Good morning, İvanovka!" During
his leadership, the police department never received a
complaint against an İvanovka resident. It was because
he both loved his co-villagers and was demanding and
fair. The economic system he created here also based
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on the spiritual, moral, and social upbringing of the
population. Everyone received elderly affection and
attention from him. N.V.Nikitin who took into con
sideration the work conditions and loads of village
workers, paid particular attention to the implemen
tation of cultural events. Remarkable events, holiday
events, harvest festival celebrations of that period are
the most pleasant memories of İvanovka. On his own
initiative, amateur circles were established in the vil
lage and separate folk applied-art fields were devel
oped.
Today İvanovka people talk proudly about the
friendship between our National leader Heydar
Aliyev and N.V. Nikitin. The meetings and conver
sations with the leading kolkhoz workers here held
several times by the great leader Heydar Aliyev, are
unforgettable.
He was known as the chairperson of the million
aire kolkhoz everywhere in the USSR, even in the
world. Nikitin remained in the memories the same - a
chairperson and Ağsaqqal (elderly person with white
beard that is respected by everyoile) who loved and
protected his people, village and republic and...
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Today Grigori Mikaylovich Minnikov leads the
kolkhoz named after N.I.Nikitin (it has been named
after him since 1995). According to his co-villagers,
Minnikov he has done everything in his power to
maintain the kolkhoz. During his leadership one
more mill, and a new butter factory were built,
and roads were repaired. The reforms carried out
in the republic in 1996 did not hinder the work of
the kolkhoz that had been developing nonstop for
60 years and earned new successes. G.M. Minnikov
expressed concern regarding the future of the kolk
hoz when he met with the National leader Heydar
Aliyev. H. Aliyev promised that this kolkhoz would
be protected as a bright page of Azerbaijan history.
This meeting resolved the future destiny of İvanov
ka kolkhoz. Preserving its traditional work style, the
kolkhoz tried to build its work targets on the de
mands and rules of the new era and structure.
...It took us a while to get to see the chairperson.
We were told that he had more guests in the morn
ing. We were thinking that we would see a typical
representative of the Soviet period kolkhoz chairper
sons; we had little time, many questions, and great
interest. We were totally wrong...
A chairperson dressed in simple clothes with
business-like looks who was callous-handed, healthy
and gray-haired greeted us. It seemed we came at the
most intense time of the workday. Phones rang inces
santly;, people came and left... the room smelled like
fertile soil. However, Minnikov found time to talk to
us and even go through the pages of our magazine.

Like all İvanovka people, he also complained about
the laçk of time. Staring at the "Azerbaijani Carpets"
magazine that stood out among the documents and
papers spread on his table, he began talking;
"The burden of our kolkhoz falls on the shoulders
of each kolkhoz member. You know, it is a complex
issue to assess and consolidate the values earned. We
are the only kolkhoz in Azerbaijan. Our kolkhoz is a
museum in character. This museum reflects the his
tory and advanced features of agricultural life of not
only Azerbaijan, but also entire USSR Republics. Our
kolkhoz is surviving and developing owing to our
National leader Heydar Aliyev and Head of Azer
baijan Sate, our respected president Ilham Aliyev.
Azerbaijan government is our support. Every kolk
hoz member feels this. In the honor comer of our
kolkhoz, you can see the flags of CPSU Central Com
mittee, USSR Cabinet of Ministes, and the Order of
the Red Labor Banner. These are the values given to
the labor of hard-working people. We, the people of
İvanovka, have worked and lived like this. Now the
kolkhoz, named after Nikitin, is a large agricultural
structure that owns a maintenance shop, fleet, dairy
farm, pig and poultry farm, brick factory and so on.
The bread bakery in our village provides not only
village people but also Baku residents with aromatic
and savory İvanovka bread. Every morning we deliv
er pure İvanovka products to our store located in one
of the central streets of Baku. In other words, kolk
hoz is the life of İvanovka. This kolkhoz has a special
place in the life of each İvanovka resident. Our peo
ple are loyal to the agricultural traditions.
They don't leave this land even though
they have opportunities to work outside
the village, in the capital city, different
regions and even abroad. It is true that
Molokans were relocated here (came here
late). This is 200-year history. However,
we love Azerbaijan and share its concerns
and successes. It would not be right for
İvanovka people to leave these places. We
have been through great historical pro
cesses and battles shoulder to shoulder
with Azerbaijanis. My greatest grandfa
thers were buried here in these lands. I
took my first step and said my first word
here. I grew up, spent my youth and got
old here. I can travel somewhere, but here '
is my homeland. Azerbaijan and Ivanayka belong to us with their hardships arid
perspectives. Our bones will be mixed
with this soiHvhen we die."" Л
'

Again, the same melody... The sanieim
mortal music... Ms. Tatyana responds to the
question, "Do you have an event at school?"
- "No, this our school bell!"
Dear reader! I am unable to find words
to express the pride and delight of that mo
ment. This was the manifestation of love and
loyalty for Azerbaijan and Azerbaijani ideas.
If "Azerbaijani Carpets" national press agen
cy is impressed so much concerning this fact,
do you realize a foreigner's attitude towards
the idea why this music piece was chosen
specifically for Molokan village school bell?!

haiKAİ^a S(^ıo()l and Uzevir I laji[)eylrV'‘Arslıirı MaTAtan”
Municipality chairperson Sasha continues his
guiding us. We set off for İvanovka village school.
We enter the school that looks very much similar
to schools in the capital. The tidiness typical for
İvanovka is prevailing here as well. It is quiet in
the corridors. Teaching staff appearing occasionally
greet us with kind looks. School's principal Mikail
Nikolayevich Uryupinis an interesting communica
tion partner. He has a true face of a teacher - bright,
gentle and affectionate. Mikail Nikolayevich says,
"I am pleased to welcome you to İvanovka and to
our school. I hope that the "Azerbaijani Carpets"
will be able to obtain colorful materials in İvanovka
because folk art is protected and livving here.
Education is a cultural, scientific, and social indi
cator. In this sense, we are proud of our school. The
history of education in İvanovka is about as old as
the history of the village. The first school was estab
lished in 1881. Then, the lessons were of seasonal
character. Girls and boys studied separately at this
school where lessons were delivered in Slavic. In
1887, this education center turned into a village
school and got guardianship from Baku province.
As of 1917, boys and girls began getting education
together in private houses and later in the house
of worship. Since days of worship coincided with
Sundays only, they did not hinder the education.
The number of İvanovka village school graduates is
about 13000 until new. Out of them, 1000 received
higher education. Kazakova Valentina, Puzanova
Maryia, Volkov Mikhail, Nikitina Nadejda, Serebrennikova Tatyana, Fateyeva Polina graduated
from our school with a medal. We are proud of our
graduates working as teachers, doctors, military
men, architects, and journalists in different institu- •
tions of our republic.
We now have both Azerbaijani and Russian sec
tors at our school in accordance with the ethno-environment of our village. Our students are active in
all subject areas. This makes us happy. Most impor
tantly, they don't go home after classes, but hurry
to catch up with after-school programs and circles."
We hear the sound of the great Uzeyir Hajibeyli's "Arshin Mai Alan" from somewhere. Perhaps,
there's an event at school?! I try to suppress my in
terest. A little later, head of Academic Department
of the school, Gorokhova Tatyana Mikhaylovna
joins our conversation. Together, we turn towards
the Museum of History and Ethnography of the
school. M.N. Uryupin acquaints us with the board
in front of the museum. Here, farming tools ... and
weaving fools reflecting ancient periods of Ivanovka's history are exhibited.

The exhibits of the museum that are not so ex
tensive are different in terms of their history and
content. Household items, clothing, labor tools, the
obvious examples of Slavic creative art - embroi
deries, mattress covers, pillowcases, scarves, plates,
pots, spoons, materials reflecting the history of the
kolkhoz... A bench (machine) attracts our attention.
It reminds of our weaving benches (machine). I do
not want to interrupt Tatyana who introduces the
exhibits to us one by one with enthusiasm. Howev
er, she quickly understands our intention. She gives
information about the machine,
"I understand that the weaving machine wouldn't
surprise the "Azerbaijani Carpets," but this is our
machine. For years, our grandmothers wove narrow
palaz called 'daryushka' on these machines. Then
they would stitch these palaz until they got to a cer
tain size to use them. In general, people always ap
proach the applied art field with respect in İvanov
ka. It is because these art fields reflect our history
and past. They are part and root of our traditions
and customs. Look, here you can see the analogous
of kirkit, heve, spinning wheel, and comb - charac
teristics of Azerbaijani carpet weaving."
Each of the exhibits in the museum took us back
to the period they belong to;_we w^re either^n.- .

gaged in embroidery and weaving like MoIq^ '
kan women, joined workers in the fields and '''
farms or got acquainted with the Molokains
who demonstrated bravery in war... İvanovka
is living the fate of Azerbaijan together. In the "Martyrs of İvanovka" section, we meet he
roes who sacrificed themselves for the integ
rity and independence of Azerbaijan: Belya
kov Vasili Nikolayevich and Asgarov^-Ajif
Mahammad oglu. Mubariz Ibrahimov's page
of Azerbaijan's heroic history is taught here to
students as an example as well.
*
We leave the museum and school. It is
break time. The schoolchildren running here
and there in the corridors stop as they see us,
and smile with kindness. The children who
are to build the bright future of our n a tiv e ^
Azerbaijan are in good hands. National spirit
and culture reign here..
"Girls' dance" from İvanovka school farewells us.ifc.---'

From ifie Iradlions sac o f l\ ano\ ka
It is midday. We are walking around İvanov
ka. The number of people has increased com
pared to the morning tirfie. We proceed through
the central street. İvanovka ladies peering
through windows, balconies and gates invite us
to their houses. We tell them what the purpose
of our arrival is. In a twinkling of an eye, many
women at different ages gather around us. We
can consider them Slavic only according to their
anthropological types. Older ladies have a head
scarf on like Azerbaijan's village women. They
speak with decency; younger ones respect older
ones.
İvanovka is where Azerbaijan and Russian
cultures become complete and a successful syn
thesis takes place. People speak in both languag
es here. They promote both cultures - but in a
unique and creative way. For instance, they have
a wedding ceremony for both bride and bride
groom in İvanovka as is the case everywhere in
Azerbaijan. Khinayakhdi (henna party) - "devishnik" (girls party) - is also organized. We
received interesting answers to our question,
"What kind of dowry do the girls take with them
when they get married?" In the past, girls' dow
ries included handwork products - mattress cov
ers, pillow-cases, table cloth, towels and so on.
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When praising a girl, they used to say as Azer
baijanis did, "This girl has golden hands." Dur
ing the formal ceremony for asking for the l^and
of a girl, the girl would give a kerchief to the boy
she had made herself. While in İvanovka, we
witnessed how these kerchiefs were protected as
a vulnerable keepsake in the majority of houses.
The girl should treat adults with respect and kids
with love in the houses they move to when they
get married. It is possible to encounter the obvi
ous examples of Azerbaijani families in İvanov
ka. In fact, the divorce cases are very rare here.
Now, many people continue in the path of the
elderly grandmothers' occupation in İvanovka.
In the circles organized at school, their experi
ence is employed in many circumstances. Al
most every household in İvanovka has some
thing related to weaving and embroidery art.
These are examples that are not so different in
terms of size and color that protect composition, .
color, and style traditions. Patterns are elegant.
Despite such complexity of weaving and pat
terning technology/ examples that are produced
here are very simple. In this respect, there is a lot
to learn from the art and culture of Azerbaijan.
Music and culture are the beauty of this vil
lage. The House of Culture that was built during

the chairmanship of I.N. Nikitin is the pride of
İvanovka, Galina Matveyevna is the director of
the House of Culture. There are theatre lodges
and 700 soft armchairs inside it. Popular sing
ers and foreign guests have performed here.
"Slavyanochka" ensemble operating here is fa
mous in far away countries. We met with Slavyanochkas in the House of Culture during their
rehearsal session. They gather here almost eve
ry day after work. Their faces were familiar...
They have been the guests or participants of a
number of TV programs and highly important
meetings. They greeted us with music and bid
farewell to us with music. We could hear them
long after we walked away from the building.

